
Planning Thursday 15th April 2021


1. Taking any number from 10 to 30 ask the children how many tens are in 
the number and how many ones. It can be as simple as using the 
numbers 10 20 and 30 and asking ‘how many tens in 20 (ans 2) and 
drawing 2 long sticks to represent 10s. These can be split into ten little 
bits if they can manage this. Examples 15 might look like this:-


Quiod Jeihyn as naneyn? (How many tens and ones)





2. Reminder of one more or one less than any given number to 10, 20 or 30

Can they do this without recording - just using their brain. Example:

10 - fer ny smoo (11) fer ny sloo (9)


3. Can they try to say and write the alphabet. How far do they get? Draw 
pictures to match a few of the letters (all of them is too much). Letter sounds 
are very important here rather than letter names (like the song we learnt at 
school. It is not really any good for sounding out words to learn - ay, bee, 
sea, dee… and so on. They need, a, buh, cuh, duh… and so on)

Praise all attempts. Give help as required.


4. Following on from my time-line. Fold a piece of paper into two and on one 
side write for them - Gaihaghyn ren me cloie lesh roie (Toys I used to play 
with) and Gaihaghyn ta mee cloie lesh nish (Toys I play with now).

This task is to show how they are growing and develping. Drawings and 
discussion are fine. If they want to copy write these sentences - this is also 
fine (some will be keen to do so and some won’t want to do that at all).
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